1967 gto wiring diagram

Very helpful when tracing out circuits. Seeing point A to point B, and in color! Just what I
needed, Easy to read, The color and size make the difference. Much better than the GM wiring
diagram. I have a couple wires that I don't see on the diagram. Namely two brown that are tied
together that I can't id. My wife ordered the larger version and it is so easy to trace the wires!
Thank you. Finding it very reveling in noticing what problems I was having with wiring. Very
very helpful. If you need your diagram s in days please select UPS at checkout. You save.
Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Name
Required. Email Required. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Diagram Size:
Optional None 11" X 17". Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:.
Adding to cartâ€¦ The item has been added. Facebook Email Print. Complete basic car included
engine bay, interior and exterior lights, under dash harness, starter and ignition circuits,
instrumentation, etc Original factory wire colors including tracers when applicable Large size,
clear text, easy to read Laminated for ease of use. Thank you Finding it very reveling in noticing
what problems I was having with wiring. Stereo camera rig Stereo mic preamp. Part 1 deals with
restoring the top frame assembly. To see the top trim installation, go to Part 2. One of the last
tasks to be done on the GTO is the installation of a new convertible top. In keeping with the
effort on the rest of the car, the top frame will be taken apart for repair, cleaning and a repaint.
Then it will be time to install new pads, window, top trim and weatherstripping. This entry is
detailed and meant to help folks who are thinking of taking on a job like this themselves. You
may want to skip this entry unless you like this kind of detail! Since I've never done this sort of
work before, I scanned the internet for convertible top installations. I ended up relying on the
Fisher Body manual for the most part. I found that it had the most detail, loads of illustrations,
and it featured alignment and troubleshooting guides. The alignment instructions are perfect for
installers like me with no old top to use as a reference. The 67 Fisher Body manual I used is a
nice quality reprint. Early on in my ownership of the GTO, I managed to acquire another top
frame, so I was fortunate to have two top frames to pick and choose the best bits and pieces
from. Besides some rust on the sheet metal parts, the frames were in excellent shape. Still, they
needed to be disassembled for full detailing. Most hinge points come apart after removing the
hardware. There are scads of bushings, washers and shoulder screws, and even some set
screws. The only part really needing repair was the header rail. This piece is made up of
stamped and welded sheet metal pieces and of course they were never painted on the insides,
so they suffered from rust. I was able to cut patches from one to weld into the better one. The
unit was then coated with paint inside and out. The patch above was a cut and paste, but some
repair required breaking out the body hammers and fabbing up some new metal. These top
frames used hard, solid cardboard as a tacking material for the staples, and after 45 years, it all
definitely needed replacement. Note the metal tabs that are also used. I slathered the paint on
rather thick where the frame will not show. The top side of the header needs one layer of this
stuff for the top pads on each side. The original tacking stuff was retained with tabs and huge
staples shot into the metal. I used stainless steel oval head sheet metal screws to replace the
staples. Click the picture below to see the screws. The sanding also scuffed up the material so it
would adhere better. The refurbished top frame parts were assembled and installed into the car
along with the original pump and rams assembly. As far as I know, it's got the original Type "A"
fluid in there. Type A hydraulic fluid was one of the first automatic transmission formulations,
and up until the early 70's utilized whale oil as an ingredient. The first and second bow hardware
was reused, consisting of chrome oval head machine screws with star washers. I slathered
them with thread locking compound because there aren't many threads in the bows for the
screws to grab. They're sitting on top in the picture below. The top frame is attached to the body
of the car with something GM calls "male hinges". Here's a shot of the male hinges in black with
the rams attached. The holes in the car are oversized to allow adjustment of the hinges. As seen
below, the hinge is obscured by the bracketry of the car body, and two of the male hinge bolts
are surrounded by tape which I was using for alignment reference. The male hinge adjustment
allows you to set the top frame height to a proper gap over the side windows. Proper
adjustment allows the top frame to fold up nicely inside the well without sticking up. When the
top frame is put "up", it needs to be fully unfolded so there is no sag in the frame when the
header rail contacts the windshield header. This adjustment is made with the control link. There
is a serrated bolt at the bottom of the link that allows the link to be adjusted vertically. A small
adjustment has a big impact on how the top frame unfolds. I set the control link so that the top
is unfolded completely when the header rail is about six inches away from the windshield.
Below you can see how the frame is properly aligned and the curve of the frame is just right
when the frame contacts the windshield header. I got a little "custom" here by adding a washer
to cant the header a bit so the side glass would meet up better with the weatherstripping. This is
known as setting the "bow height". The Fisher manual describes temporarily installing spacer

sticks to set and maintain the bow height during top trim installation. These sticks are set
between the rear bow and the center bow. The distance between center and rear bow should be
Before starting on the top trim installation I addressed a fit problem with the pinchweld
stainless trim around the well. It slipped off the pinchweld in the center area. When I test fit my
new top boot, the boot clips tugged on the trim and it would partially pull off. The solution was
to install a screw where the two pieces of trim meet in the center. Luckily, the passenger side
pinchweld trim overlaps the driver side trim where they meet in the center, so it's a good place
for a hidden screw. The passenger trim was removed, and the driver side trim partially pulled
off. The pinchweld was carefully drilled and the screw driven in. I used a bunch of putty just to
seal it up. The screw was just long enough to grab the pinchweld. The trim is nice and tight now
all the way around. The top frame is on, aligned nicely, and it goes up and down smoothly. It's
now ready for installation of the top trim. Here's a really cool something Jeep engineers and
marketing people came up with that they will never build. I'd buy a Jeep pickup if they would
just make one. Oh well. Above is a link to an FC concept hype-mobile. These two videos feature
an original owner GTO. This car was featured in Hemmings Muscle Cars magazine a couple
years ago. Part 2 has inside and outside shots of the owner driving the car. Very nicely done.
Blues Traveler plays often on the Dave Letterman show. Here they are playing a toe tapper with
Paul Schaffer. Pepsi has put out a "limited edition Throwback" version of Pepsi with REAL
sugar, instead of high fructose corn syrup which has been used since the 80's. Find some
quick! October 27, One of the last tasks to be done on the GTO is the installation of a new
convertible top. Convertible Top Frame Resto Early on in my ownership of the GTO, I managed
to acquire another top frame, so I was fortunate to have two top frames to pick and choose the
best bits and pieces from. Header Rail Repair The only part really needing repair was the header
rail. The best parts were selected and painted. Tacking Material These top frames used hard,
solid cardboard as a tacking material for the staples, and after 45 years, it all definitely needed
replacement. The top frame was installed while folded, then it was extended and the bows were
installed. Male Hinges The top frame is attached to the body of the car with something GM calls
"male hinges". Control Link When the top frame is put "up", it needs to be fully unfolded so
there is no sag in the frame when the header rail contacts the windshield header. Note the
bungee cords used to pull the rear bow against the spacer sticks. Rear Well Pinchweld Trim
Mod Before starting on the top trim installation I addressed a fit problem with the pinchweld
stainless trim around the well. Click here to go to Part 2 of the Top Installation. One of the great
Bluesman. This is a documentary made in Pinstripes Pinstriping the ol' fashioned way. Pretty
nice. Blues Traveler. Pepsi Throwback Pepsi has put out a "limited edition Throwback" version
of Pepsi with REAL sugar, instead of high fructose corn syrup which has been used since the
80's. The truth is it. How to rewire alternator wiring harness for internally regulated gm
conversion chevelle. Hello i have repaired beyond vehicles in my career and i compulsion to
question you questions previously i am not there in person to gather facts data or to exam your
vehicle. This method is correct and is basically the same idea as the diagram you often see with
the 2. Le mans gto tempest all diagrams include the complete basic car interior and exterior
lights engine bay starter ignition and charging systems dash under dash harness rear clip etc.
Listed below is a terrific graphic for pontiac gto wiring diagramwe have been looking for this
picture throughout on line and it came from trustworthy source. The wiring systems of the
pontiac gtos are probably closer in complexity to a model t ford than anything currently in
showrooms. I may ask you to proceed testing in my stead. Home unlabelled 69 pontiac gto
wiring diagram. All diagrams use factory colors including tracers when applicable. This is a
image galleries about gto wiring diagram downloadyou can also find other images like wiring
diagram parts diagram replacement parts electrical diagram repair manuals engine diagram
engine scheme wiring harness fuse box vacuum diagram timing belt timing chain brakes
diagram transmission diagram and engine problems. Many thanks for stopping by at this
website. Pontiac wiring diagramswiringwiring schematicspontiac wiring. Pontiac gto forum the
pontiac tempest lemans gto tempest lemans gto convertible top interior glass and trunk need
wiring diagram for bulbs in my 69 gto rally gauge cluster. While that may be true wiring systems
are still a point of fear and loathing among many restorers of pontiac gtos and other muscle car
era machines. A wiring diagram usually gives guidance approximately the relative turn and
concurrence of devices and terminals on the devices to encourage in building or. Wallace
Racing Wiring Diagrams. Wrg 68 El Camino Wiring Diagram. Wiring diagrams wallace racing.
Sunday february 3 Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy
Disclaimer. The wire colors on the diagram are the same as what is in your vehicle per the
original manual. Diagram is laminated in plastic for years of use. All text is crystal clear and
easy to read, and all colors are easy to distinguish. All rights reserved. Skip to main content.

Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits
your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information classiccarwiring Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be
subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs
office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:.
Sebastian, Florida, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Thu. Estimated delivery
dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination
ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of
cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Item specifics Condition: New. Visit my eBay store. Sign up for newsletter. Search Store. Full
Color Wiring Diagrams. Dodge Color Wiring Diagrams. Ford Color Wiring Diagrams. Plymouth
Color Wiring Diagrams. Pontiac Color Wiring Diagrams. Store Categories. Store home. If you are
tired of those hard to read almost impossible to decipher black and white wiring diagrams
copied out of 30 to 40 year old shop and repair manuals, this diagram is the solution! We are
always adding other years, makes and models to our inventory, and currently carry close to a
thousand different diagrams. Being car enthusiasts ourselves, we understand how our product
is used, and how important clarity and accuracy are. All information and color coding is from
the original shop and service manuals. For example: if your car has a green wire, the circuit will
be represented by a green line. Tracers are also shown if applicable. The diagrams show all of
the basic components and connectors in the car per the original specs. We are constantly
adding cars to our database. If it is not listed, we can probably create it for you, in most cases
within a few weeks. Thanks for checking out our listings. If you have any questions please don't
hesitate to shoot us a quick email! Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but
the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab
and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This
item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking.
Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 50 items available. Please enter a number
less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on classiccarwiring from others who bought this
item. Positive feedback. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. It contains 8 pages of
wiring diagrams and color code information to identify the wires and their locations. Its size
makes it easy to use in and around the car and its handy color coding notations help when
tracking down wires. This manual is reproduced directly from the shop manual by permission of
General Motors Corporation, so you can be confident it is a high quality reproduction you will
find very useful when restoring or maintaining your machine. Additional items ride FREE!! If you
want faster domestic service, Priority Mail is available with delivery in just a few business days.
Just go to the bottom of this listing and select the Priority Mail option. Shipping times are
estimates only and are not guaranteed by the Post Office. It is up to you, the buyer to combine
your items prior to sending any payment. If you order multiple items on separate invoices and

send multiple payments, we will NOT discount the shipping and handling fees. Although we
may still ship your items together, we generally do not save enough on postage to compensate
for the time to manually adjust invoices and issue credit memos. Additionally, Ebay and PayPal
both charge us higher fees for processing multiple orders and payments. To get your discount,
click the "Add To Cart" button but do not check-out or pay until all items are on one invoice.
Ebay should combine your items and automatically discount the shipping fees if you live within
the USA. If they do not, please request a combined invoice from us to get your discount. Ebay
does NOT automatically combine international orders so customers outside the USA, please
request your discount from us before paying. Depending on the total weight, combined
shipments will be sent via Media Mail. The savings will depend on the total weight of the order.
To receive your discount, you must request an invoice from us before sending any payment. If
you have any problems at all, please give us a chance to address your concerns before posting
feedback. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information auto4 Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Shipping help - opens a layer
International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's
customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on
international trade. Item location:. Good Hope, Georgia, United States. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between
Thu. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time,
origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. American Motorabilia auto4 Search within store. Items
On Sale. Powered by SixBit's eCommerce Solution. Shipping and handling. This item will ship
to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 5 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on
auto4 from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
The wiring systems of the â€” Pontiac GTOs are probably closer in complexity to a Model T
Ford than anything currently in showrooms. While that may be true, wiring systems are still a
point of fear and loathing among many restorers of Pontiac GTOs and other muscle car era
machines. Armed with a decent set of tools, a little patience, and a shop manual with complete
wiring diagrams, you are able to restore function to those areas of the electrical system that are
no longer operational. Over the course of 40 or more years, it is likely that your GTO, like any
vehicle that age, has developed some wiring problems. Whatever the case, the goal is to get

everything working reliably and as originally intended. If your car was well taken care of,
chances are you will have less trouble than a GTO that had been abused the majority of its life.
Vintage radios can be restored at home if you have the skills or by a number of companies such
as Antique Radio Doctor. If the radio still works, you can restore the push-buttons, face, and
knobs, so it appears factory new. Replacement knobs and face-plate decals are available from
most restoration parts suppliers and fishing line can be used to repair the loss of movement on
the station indicator. Photo Courtesy Scott Tiemann. Of all the electrical connections on your
GTO, chances are that the battery cables and terminals have seen more use and abuse than any
other part that carries current. If the cables on your battery are still in decent shape, they can be
cleaned up along with the battery terminals. If they need to be replaced, make sure that you get
cables of sufficient gauge thickness; it is more important than how they look, as cables that are
too thin can cause too much resistance and can heat up. Unless you are competing in concours
judging, pass on 6-gauge battery cables and reproduction tar-top batteries. Get a modern
replacement battery and at least 4-gauge cables. These batteries cost less and work better than
the originals ever did. Photo Courtesy Imran Chaudary. While it certainly is not the cause of all
electrical problems, more often than not, a faulty ground is the main source of trouble,
especially in a car of this age. With the body isolated from the frame with rubber body mounts,
interior electrics really have no way to complete a circuit without them. Unibody cars do not
have this level of reliance on ground straps like a conventional body-on-frame design, but even
the stub-framed GTOs need them more than a modern car. If they are missing or no longer
functional, correct replacements are available. Once the grounds have been attended to, it is
time to move on to the other connections in the car. Make notes about which electrical parts
work and which are non-functional. Are all of the lights working, including the license plate
lamp, the reverse lamps, and the interior lighting? What about the cigar lighter? Is the element
burned out or is the socket not working? This gives you the opportunity to isolate each trouble
spot and figure out where the most logical failure point is. If it is, the device is malfunctioning. If
not, look for the connection failure. Internal breaks in the wiring are often found with a
multi-tester, and they can be tough to get at, often showing up in plug-in connectors in plastic
or rubber housings; they are in turn part of a larger harness. Sometimes, it is a simple fix, as
when a wire was pulled and stretched enough that it came out of the back side of a plug-in
connector. Perhaps a plastic wire insulator cracked with age and exposed a bare wire to some
bare metal and a short was caused. After 40 years or more, ground straps are often frayed,
corroded, or even broken. Those in good condition and with a solid chassis connection are
especially important on full-frame cars, such as GTOs. Rubber body mounts isolate these units,
and for the stereo and lighting system to properly function, you need the ground straps in good
working order. The number of ground straps varies from year to year and generation to
generation, so check with your shop manual for their location on your particular car. Replacing
them is a snap; just unbolt them from the firewall and the frame and bolt in their replacements.
Use new washers, remove corrosion, and clean the area to the bare metal for the best contact.
The wiring passes from the front of the car to the rear. Most notably, the wiring for the taillights
and reverse lamps, as well as side-marker lamps, are routed and protected by plastic or rubber
tubes. If it does, the gauge on the face of the multi-tester moves to show the current flow. A
wiring diagram causes nightmares for many car enthusiasts, and that includes me. The thing to
keep in mind is that while the wiring diagrams in your shop manual are not going to look exactly
like this, they nonetheless illus-trate where everything is and what everything does. Testing
individual pieces, figuring out if there is a wiring issue, a ground issue, or a blown bulb goes a
lot faster with a multi-tester, such as one from Radio Shack. A wiring harness is a wearable
item, and after more than 40 years, it may be simply worn out. Routing and securing the harness
is much easier if the engine and interior have been removed because you have full access to do
the work. Painless offers exceptional reproduction wiring harnesses. It is a more generic
version of what was offered in the cars originally and uses standard GM plugs, fittings, and
color coding. Installation can be accomplished using the same procedures as for a
factory-original harness. This kit even includes labels for connections, which makes the
installation, well, painless. Photo Courtesy Painless Performance Products. The starter relay is
exposed to the elements, and as a result, it tends to fail. Fortunately, it is a fairly simple item to
get at and to repair or replace. Use a multi-tester to measure the voltage and resistance and
then compare them to the actual specs. However, starter relay replacements are inexpensive
and plentiful through most restoration parts houses. Do it right and do it once. Replacement
harnesses are available from Painless Products and Lectric Limited; they are very nice, very
robust units. The Original Design Series also allows for some minor modifications. These
changes can be added to the basic wiring layout. Depending on the year and the option level, a
GTO could be equipped with a amp alternator. That was barely enough to charge the battery and

keep the car running at the same time. But if you are adding any power options, it makes sense
to upgrade to a higher-amperage version. Installing an alternator is one of the easiest things to
do on a GTO. Loosen the bolts that hold the alternator to the mounting bracket. This creates
slack in the belt so it can be removed. Disconnect the terminal and the ground wire attached to
the back of the alternator. Remove the bolts securing the alternator. Place the new alternator in
the designated position and torque the new bolts. Plug the terminal back in and attach the
ground wire at the back of the alternator. Slip the belt over the pulley and push the alternator up
with your hand. Use a flat-head screwdriver to push against the belt. Torque the bolts to hold
the alternator in this desired position. Reconnect battery terminals. Compatible units with up to
amps are available from Year One and others if you are adding EFI and an in-car entertainment
system. Lower-amperage versions are also available for restorations with more modest power
requirements. Although the alternator is usually blamed for charging problems, you need to
check on the voltage regulator as well. Look for breaks in the circuit and use a multi-tester to
confirm the resistance ratings in the shop manual. Replacements are readily available and
installation is a plug-and-play procedure. This unit, manufactured by Pertronix, replaces the
breaker points, so the spark consistency is stronger and more precise. As you know, points are
wearable items, and over time the gap needs to be maintained for maximum performance. Even
under perfect adjustment, an electronic ignition provides a more powerful and precise spark
than a points ignition. The spark is also much more intense, which increases power and
mileage. While converting the standard points-type distributor to a later GM HEI unit has been a
popular upgrade in the past, it is visually incorrect for a s-era car. It is a simple modification well
worth the cost. Photo Courtesy of Pertronix Corporation. If you are upgrading your ignition
system with an electronic distributor module, a coil upgrade is also necessary. Photo Courtesy
Pertronix Corporation. The upside is that you can design a custom system for your exact needs
and save some money by finishing it yourself. Every Pontiac GTO model year has
idiosyncrasies and problems; the service bulletins help solve those problems. Most are
associated with age. Starters and starter solenoids can wear out over time; ballast resistors can
also be the culprit. Since there are still a lot of Pontiacs from this era on the road, finding
replacement starters, solenoids, and accessories is pretty easy. Of course, if this is a
concours-style restoration, you have to rebuild your original pieces, which is much more
expensive. Ignition switches can also be problematic, and dash-mounted switches can become
especially loose. It is not unusual to find mid s era Pontiacs that can be started with a
screwdriver. If they can get that sloppy, they can also fail to complete the circuit and leave you
without a means to get your car started and running. Upgrading the charging system in the
quest to make your driver-quality GTO a better-performing machine is important. An upgraded
stereo, high-performance ignition system, electric fans, and add-on air-conditioning system all
contribute to the electrical demands made on your charging system. A stock alternator is
hard-pressed to keep up. Although concours judges like to see a set of original T-3 headlamps
with the molded-in triangle, the truth is, they were not that great, performance-wise. A modern
set of replacement sealed-beam headlamps is a wise addition to a driver-type restoration. Just
be sure to save the original T-3s, if they are still with the car, as they are quite valuable. If your
car has an aftermarket tach or other accessory gauges installed, the decision to retain them is
based on your restoration type and their condition. If you are performing a concours-style resto
and none of the gauges work, remove them. If they are period-correct and you are performing a
weekend driver restoration effort, it is worthwhile to retain them. In the case of this car, a Royal
Bobcat GTO, they were retained, as the car was restored not to percent stock, but to the
configuration that it was in when it was featured in the March issue of Car and Driver magazine.
Since the gauges were in very good original condition, they were simply disassmbled, cleaned,
and re-assembled. In the mid s, GM replaced the old-style alternator having the external voltage
regulator with a more modern, SI systems integrated series, single-wire alternator with the
internal voltage regulator. It offered more charging power and reliability, as the regulator was
more protected from the elements. Conversion kits are available from several sources to
upgrade your system to maintain those elevated requirements. Higher-amperage SI alternators
are a sensible upgrade that helps your car handle the additional strain. A power level like that
more than covers any upgrade in your plan. The ignition system actually gives you a lot of
warning that things are amiss. Other than when it gets wet, the ignition system rarely leaves you
hanging. The main causes for this sort of trouble are the distributor cap, breaker points, plug
wires, and plugs themselves. Replacing the distributor cap, wires, and plugs is simple. Recent
advancements in plug wire technology bring new levels of performance with a new generation
of low-resistance wires that still look like factory items. Like the radios, original speakers can be
reconditioned and restored to like-new appearance and operation. Most radio restoration
companies also service speakers. Reproduction speakers are also available. If appearance is

not a concern, much higher quality speakers can be substituted and fit into the stock locations.
It looks authentic on the outside but uses all modern internals. With a shallower chassis, it
allows for easier installation and features mini-plug inputs so you can hardwire an iPod or
satellite radio receiver directly into it. It also features 45 watts of power in each of its four
channels and is an excellent alternative for those wishing for modern sound with an authentic
look. Check the shop manual to determine where the lighting grounds are and how many there
should be; and make the necessary repairs to bring them back to factory specs. Next, inspect
the lamp sockets for corrosion and damage. Headlamps have prongs that fit into their soc
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kets, while most of the rest of the bulbs use barrel-type sockets. Order and install new sockets
and bulbs as needed. The original T-3 headlamps were good for their day, but newer
replacements are readily available that provide superior illumination for night driving.
Unfortunately, most of them were underpowered and overpriced junk. I like old and new, just
not in some grotesque Frankendash mismatch. I thought it was a stock A-Body radio. When he
told me he had a custom sound system, I asked if he hid it in the glovebox. I had to do a
double-take. Manufactured by Antique Auto Radio, this head unit fits in the stock location but is
only about 3 inches deep, taking up less space than a stock radio. This unit also accepts
auxiliary inputs from an iPod, mp3 player, or a satellite receiver. If you like to bring your music
with you, this is a very viable option. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click
the button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book.

